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1. Introduction 
 

[1] The Passenger Transportation Act, S.B.C. 2004, c. 39 (the “Act”) regulates the 

licensing and operation of commercial passenger transportation vehicles in British 

Columbia. The Passenger Transportation Board (the “Board”) is established under the Act 

and its powers, duties and functions are set out in s. 7. In general terms, the Board has 

authority to make decisions on licence applications for passenger directed vehicles (e.g. 

taxis, limousines, and other small shuttle and tour vehicle licences). With some exceptions, 

the Act defines passenger directed vehicles to mean commercial passenger vehicles that 
are being operated to or from locations determined by or on behalf of passengers.    

[2] In September 2019, amendments to the Act and the Passenger Transportation 

Regulation (the “Regulation”) came into force which enable the Board to also make 

licensing decisions for transportation network services (“TNS”), commonly referred to as 

ride hailing. The Act defines TNS to mean, in part, services respecting the connection of 

drivers to passengers who hail and pay for the services using an online platform, commonly 

referred to as an “app”.  A transportation network company (“TNC”) is a company that uses 
an app to provide TNS. 

[3] This regulatory change followed extensive provincial consultation and deliberation 

which resulted in, among other reports, a February 2018 Select Standing Committee report 

entitled “Transportation Network Companies in British Columbia” (the “2018 TNC 

Report”), a June 2018 report entitled “Modernizing Taxi Regulation” by Hara Associates 

(the “2018 Hara Report”), and a March 2019 Select Standing Committee report entitled 

“Transportation Network Services: Boundaries, Supply, Fares and Drivers’ Licences” (the 

“2019 TNS Report”). The Board also carried out consultations with the taxi industry, TNCs, 

the Vancouver Airport Authority and the Vancouver Port Authority on TNS operating areas, 

fleet sizes and rates in July 2019. The Board published the results of its consultations online 

and developed an operational policy entitled “Introduction of Transportation Network 

Services, 2019” (the “Operational Policy”). 

[4] On April 24, 2020 Yellow Cab Company Ltd., doing business as Yellow Cab (“Yellow 

Cab”), applied for a special authorization in the form of a TNS authorization (“TNSA”) to 

provide ride hailing services in Region 1 (Lower Mainland, Whistler) (the “Application”). In 

accordance with s. 26 of the Act, the Registrar of Passenger Transportation forwarded 

Yellow Cab’s Application to the Board. 

[5]     An application to amend an existing licence (which is what Yellow Cab applied for) is 

made pursuant to s. 31 of the Act. However, s. 31(5) of the Act requires a licensee wishing 

to amend a licence to obtain an authorization not already included in that licence to apply 

to the Registrar for a new licence and, in that event, Division 3 applies. Therefore, all 

applications for TNSAs, whether framed as an application for a new licence or as an 

amendment to an existing licence, are treated as new licence applications and must be 
provided to the Board by the Registrar for a determination under s. 28(1) of the Act.  
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[6] Section 28 provides that such approval may be granted after the Board considers 

whether: (a) there is a public need for the services that the applicant proposes to provide 

under the special authorization; (b) the applicant is a fit and proper person to provide, and 

is capable of providing, those services; and, (c) the application promotes sound economic 

conditions in the passenger transportation business in British Columbia. If approved, the 

Board is required to specify the special authorizations to be included in the licence and 
establish licence terms and conditions as provided for in s. 28(3) to (6).  

[7] For the reasons set out below, the Board approves Yellow Cab’s Application with the 

specified terms and conditions.  

2. Procedural History 

[8] Section 26 of the Act requires the Board to publish notice of the Application, which it 

did on May 6, 2020. Section 27(2) provides that any person may (within the time period 

specified by the Board and on payment of the prescribed fee) make a written submission to 

the Board respecting the Application. In relation to Yellow Cab’s Application, the Board 
received submissions from:    

• Bel-Air et al 
• BCTA 
 
(collectively, the “Submitters”) 

 
 [9] The Submitters called for a public hearing to review Yellow Cab’s Application. The 

Act confers broad authority on the Board to control its own process when making decisions 

on licence applications. That authority includes discretion to conduct a written, electronic, 

or oral hearing or any combination of them, as the Board in its sole discretion considers 

appropriate. For the reasons given in an Industry Advisory dated October 30, 2019, the 
Board determined to follow its usual process of conducting a written hearing.   

[10] Section 27(5) of the Act provides that, unless the Board directs otherwise, a person 

making a submission respecting an application does not, merely because of that 

submission, become entitled to participate any further in the application process or obtain 

further information or disclosure respecting the application. In the October 30, 2019 

Industry Advisory, the Board modified its process for all ride hailing applications to 

provide greater disclosure to the Submitters and more transparency in its process.  

[11] In accordance with the Industry Advisory, on June 12, 2020, the Board sent an 

application package to all Submitters which included the Submitters’ materials as well as 

the documents provided by Yellow Cab in support of its Application (i.e. TNS Declaration 

Form, TNS Information Sheet, Business Plan, Cash Flow Projections, Statements of 

Earnings, Balance Sheets, Resumes, Criminal Record Checks, Signing Authority, BC Registry 

Service Company Status and Disclosure of Unlawful Activity and Bankruptcy Forms). 

Consistent with Rule 17 of the Board’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, the application 
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package and supporting documentation sent to the Submitters contained limited 

redactions which were necessary to protect the personal and confidential business 

information of Yellow Cab. The Submitters then had 14 days to provide further written 

submissions on the Application. The Board then provided copies of the written submissions 
received from Submitters to Yellow Cab.  

3. Yellow Cab’s Application 

[12] Yellow Cab has been an established incorporated company in B.C. since 1921.  It 
provides taxi services in and from the City of Vancouver and the Vancouver International 
Airport (YVR) to all points in B.C. Over the past decades of operation Yellow Cab’s fleet has 
grown and it currently has the ability to operate 408 vehicles of which 345 may be 
conventional taxis; the others are accessible taxis.  Yellow Cab’s maximum fleet size with 
single shift paired vehicles is up to 744 vehicles, based on 372 pairs.  Its taxis are licenced 
under a passenger directed vehicle authorization (PDVA).  Taxis are divided into day and 
night shifts and operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week year-round.  With the change in 
ICBC insurance premiums for taxis moving to a per kilometer basis, Yellow Cab anticipates 
many shareholders will put separate, split shift cars on the road. 
 
[13] Yellow Cab is structured as a co-operative with 325 shareholders, most of whom 
operate their own taxis.  Yellow Cab has five Directors elected annually, one of whom is 
nominated by the Directors to be President and one nominated as Secretary. In support of 
its Application, Yellow Cab has provided resumes for each Director. Yellow Cab also 
outlined the background of its General Manager and Senior Operations Manager; it also 
identified other key personnel.    
 
[14] Yellow Cab notes that a TNSA is required for passenger directed vehicle services  
when passengers hail and pay for the service through an online platform.  It notes that 
licensees may use the same vehicle under a PDVA or a TNSA and vehicles can “toggle” 
between operating as taxis or TNS. Yellow Cab has had the ability to have passengers hail 
and pay by app since mid-December 2019.  In its Application, Yellow Cab has provided 
information on the number of Yellow Cab trips that used the app and the dollar value of 
these trips since December 2019. Yellow Cab has also provided information regarding the 
proportion of app hailed trips using the pre-payment feature. 
 
[15] Yellow Cab is applying for a TNSA in Region 1.  Yellow Cab states it is applying for a 
TNSA for two reasons: (1) a TNSA is required under the Act when trips are hailed and paid 
for by an app; and (2) it wants the ability to change or discount rates for pre-paid app trips 
only.  Yellow Cab believes the ability to discount rates for app paid trips will provide it with 
a competitive advantage. It states that it is unlikely that it will operate outside of Vancouver 
as it does not have sufficient vehicles to guarantee service time, and its business and client 
base is in Vancouver. 
 
[16] The Yellow Cab app was built, and is managed and supported by its dispatch 
provider, iCabbi. Over 800 taxi companies use iCabbi worldwide; Yellow Cab has used 
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iCabbi since 2017. The Application identifies the features of the app for passenger and 
driver users, including fare estimation, trip tracking, accessibility options, fraud prevention 
features, payment and receipt features.  The Application states the iCabbi app can 
customize fees, taxes and invoices to local requirements, geofence as required and meet the 
data requirements set by the Board.  Yellow Cab provided an information package on the 
iCabbi app, including a full discussion of its features along with screen shots as part of its 
Application. 
 
[17] Yellow Cab also specifies the records required from a driver prior to driver 
qualification by the company. In its Application, Yellow Cab also outlines how and where 
information and records related to regulatory requirements are stored. It has also provided 
information on its driver training program, including a copy of the driver training manual. 
Yellow Cab has also provided a copy of its Licence Agreement with Licensees, information 
on accident reporting and its COVID-19 Exposure Control Plan in its Application package. 
 
[18] Yellow Cab’s business plan provides 36-month cash flow projections associated with 
prepaid app trips.  Revenue and cost assumptions are clearly outlined. Consolidated 
financial statements, including Statements of Earnings and Balance Sheets for the years 
2016 to 2019 are provided. 
 

4.  Analysis and Findings 

[19] Section 28(1) of the Act sets out the three factors which the Board must consider on 

this Application. While the Board does not recite all of the information filed by Yellow Cab 

and the Submitters, it has carefully considered all of the information in making its 

determination.  

(a) Is there a public need for the service Yellow Cab proposes to provide under 
the special authorization (s. 28(1)(a))? 

[20] The first consideration is whether there is a public need for the service that Yellow 
Cab proposes to provide. This requires Yellow Cab to demonstrate that there are people 
who would use its proposed service.   
 

[21] Yellow Cab provides information on the number of customers that have used its app 
since mid-December 2019.  It notes that since the launch of its pre-payment feature, 
customers have been moving to this method of payment as it provides a seamless and safe 
method of payment for their trip. Yellow Cab has provided information relating to the total 
number of trips and the value of trips using the app since mid-December, including the 
proportion of its business using the pre-payment feature.  

 
 
[22] While not specifically referenced by Yellow Cab, both the 2018 Hara Report and the 

2018 TNC Report support public need generally for TNS, as the Board has noted in other 

recent TNS application decisions. In November 2017, the Legislative Assembly authorized 
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the Select Standing Committee on Crown Corporations to examine, inquire into and make 

recommendations on ride hailing in B.C. During the course of its inquiry, the Committee 

invited 67 expert witnesses to either present at a public hearing or to provide a written 

submission. Over three days of hearings in January 2018, the Committee heard 26 

presentations and received 12 written submissions. Overall, the Committee agreed that 

TNCs should be permitted to operate in this province within a provincial regulatory 

framework and saw the key benefit of TNS to be improved access to transportation 

services.  

[23] The 2018 Hara Report provides background on the history of taxi boundaries and 

current issues, the market for taxis and TNS, and the regulatory and industry structure for 

taxis. Stakeholder viewpoints and their concerns and recommendations for modernizing 

taxi regulation are summarized, including concerns relating to the private market value of 

taxi licence-shares, the relevance of operating areas to taxi licence-share values and driver 

income and the environment likely to emerge following the licensing of TNS. Options are 

set out for rules relating to trips crossing operating area boundaries, taxi operating areas 

and TNS operating areas and suggestions are made for modernizing the taxi industry. Like 

the 2018 TNC Report, the 2018 Hara Report identifies the need for better transportation 
services. Among other things, the Report notes:  

What we did not know previously was the magnitude of the suppressed demand 
that exists among today’s consumers for timely and reliable vehicle-for-hire service. 
Where TNCs have entered urban markets, the trip volume of taxis has fallen – but 
not by so much as to cause taxis to withdraw from service. 
… 

 
Non-taxi industry stakeholders reported concern with the availability of taxi service 
at peaks, in small and rural communities, in cross boundary trips between 
municipalities, in consistent provision of wheelchair accessible service, and in the 
ability of the industry to supply and integrate into the rise of web-based tourism…. 
… 
 
Virtually all municipalities identified some service issues, either consistently too few 
cabs, or distinct service problems at specific times – bar closing, rush hours, major 
sporting or arts events. Larger cities have service deficiencies resulting from the 
limitation on the number of taxi licences in each area. Smaller municipalities often 
have the opposite problem, a challenge attracting anyone to provide a taxi service, 
especially in the face of some of the barriers to entry. The ability of TNCs to respond 
to those service deficiencies, to reduce costs and to improve service levels generally, 
are all seen as positive. Recent improvements in taxi service, such as the 
introduction of taxi apps, is also seen as positive innovation engendered by TNCs, 
and continued innovation was identified by some as a positive expectation of having 
TNS enter the market.  
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[24] The 2019 TNS Report examines four areas of TNS regulation, namely boundaries, 

supply, fare regimes and drivers’ licences. Like the 2018 TNC Report, the Committee relied 

on input from experts with knowledge in fields relevant to the Committee’s areas of review. 

The Committee ultimately supported regulation of all four areas but agreed that decisions 

related to them must be evidence-based. To that end, it suggested collecting and sharing 

data on TNS to ensure that accurate information is available for the purpose of managing 
and assessing the industry.  

[25] The Board concludes that Yellow Cab has met the public need element established 

by s. 28(1)(a) and is supported by the background materials, including the 2018 Hara 

report, the 2018 TNC Report and the 2019 TNS Report, as well as Yellow Cab’s experiential 

evidence.  

(b) Is the applicant a fit and proper person to provide the proposed service and is 

the applicant capable of providing it (s. 28(1)(b))? 

[26] The second consideration is whether Yellow Cab is a fit and proper person and has 
the capability to provide the proposed service.  

[27] Fit and proper person is not a defined phrase. The Oxford English Dictionary defines 

“fit” in part to mean “well adapted or suited to the conditions or circumstances of the case, 

answering the purpose, proper or appropriate … possessing the necessary qualifications, 

properly qualified, competent, deserving”. “Proper” is defined to mean “suitable for a 

specified or implicit purpose or requirement; appropriate to the circumstances or 

conditions; of the requisite standard or type; apt, fitting; correct, right”. The context for 

what is fit and proper is the passenger transportation industry in B.C. This reflects that a 

licensee has a responsibility to exercise the powers conferred by the granting of a licence 

with regard to proper standards of conduct.  

[28] When considering whether an applicant is fit and proper, the Board considers 

factors such as the applicant’s past conduct and the potential risk of harm to the public and 

the integrity of the transportation industry if a licence is granted to the applicant.  The 

Board will consider any relevant information concerning the conduct of the principals in 

order to assess how the business is likely to be run.  

[29] When considering capability, the Board considers whether the applicant has 

demonstrated knowledge and understanding of the relevant regulatory requirements and 

policies governing passenger transportation, the applicant’s ability to comply with those 

regulatory requirements, and the applicant’s capability to provide the proposed service in a 

proper and lawful manner. The Board will also consider whether the applicant has the 

business capability to operate the service. This will include consideration of the business 

knowledge and experience demonstrated by management and the applicant’s business plan 

and financial statements. 
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[30] Mr. Kulwant Sahota has been President of Yellow Cab for the past 13 years and he 

has been involved in the taxi business since 1991.  He has a degree in Chemical 

Engineering.  Yellow Cab’s Company Secretary, Mr. Satnam Jaswal has been Secretary and 

on the Board for 8 years and in the taxi business since 1999.  He has a Bachelor of Arts 

degree.  All other corporate Directors have been involved in the taxi business for a 

minimum of 12 years.  Yellow Cab’s General Manager, Ms. Carolyn Bauer, has 30 years of 

experience in the taxi business of which 16 years have been with Yellow Cab.  The Senior 

Operations Manager, Mr. Derminder Bali, has worked with Yellow Cab for 17 years.  The 

Board of Directors and senior management team have strong backgrounds, experience and 

qualifications in the taxi industry,  demonstrating that Yellow Cab is well equipped to 
oversee management of TNS operations.  

[31] The Board received Yellow Cab’s declaration under the Liquor Control and Licensing 

Act and the Cannabis Control and Licensing Act declaring that it will operate its vehicles in 

accordance with this legislation. The Board’s Supplementary Terms and Conditions 

respecting capability to meet data requirements were confirmed. The Disclosure of 

Unlawful Activity and Bankruptcy forms and Criminal Record Checks were completed by all 

company Directors to the satisfaction of the Board.  

[32] The Board is satisfied that Yellow Cab is a “fit and proper person” for the purpose of 

s. 28(1)(b) of the Act 

[33] Yellow Cab was instrumental in developing the ASK, LISTEN and ACT Enhanced Taxi 

Driver Training Manual for Customers with Disabilities and Seniors and establishing the 

TAXI WATCH program with the Vancouver Police Department.  It also participates in 

charitable events.  Yellow Cab holds a valid National Safety Code (“NSC”) certificate with a 

Carrier Safety Rating of Unsatisfactory - Unaudited. The Registrar has investigated a 

number of complaints concerning service issues and driver issues filed against Yellow Cab 

in the past year and seven of these complaints have been substantiated.  The Board is 

concerned about the NSC Safety Rating of Yellow Cab and the substantiated complaints and 

will send a letter to the Registrar requesting follow up with Yellow Cab on its safety rating 
and its plan to ameliorate this. 

[34] The Board has reviewed Yellow Cab’s business plan and financial statements 

relating to its proposed operations. Yellow Cab’s Application includes a 36-month cash flow 

projection.  It outlines revenue assumptions on number of trips, average revenue per trip 

and sales on a monthly basis.  Yellow Cab also provides cost breakdowns and net projected 

revenue for the 36 months period.  The Board finds Yellow Cab’s revenue and expense 

assumptions and estimates are reasonable.  Yellow Cab’s cash flow projections show its 

TNSA operations will be profitable.  Yellow Cab’s Audited Consolidated Earnings 
Statements and Balance Sheets demonstrate a sound financial position.  

[35] The Board is satisfied that Yellow Cab’s Application demonstrates that it is fit, 

proper and capable for the purposes of s. 28(1)(b) of the Act. 
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(c) Would the application, if granted, promote sound economic conditions in the 

passenger transportation business in British Columbia (s. 28(1)(c))? 

[36] The remaining consideration is whether granting the Application would promote 

sound economic conditions in the passenger transportation business in this province. In 

considering s. 28(1)(c), the Board strives to balance public need for available, accessible 

and reliable commercial passenger transportation services with overall industry viability 

and competitiveness. The Board considers this issue from a wide-ranging perspective, 

which includes consideration of harm to other industry participants such as other taxi 

companies. It is the Board’s view that, generally speaking, the economic interests of the 

passenger transportation business overall weigh more heavily than the economic and 

financial interests of any particular applicant or submitter.  

[37] For reasons expressed below, the Board is satisfied that granting Yellow Cab’s 

Application will promote sound economic conditions in the passenger transportation 

business in B.C. and finds that Yellow Cab has met the requirements of s. 28(1)(c) of the 

Act.   

[38] The Act and Regulation permit a taxi vehicle to be either a taxi or a TNS at any one 

time.  The stated reason for this is to encourage modernization of the taxi industry.  This 

has not been done in other jurisdictions.  

[39] Yellow Cab’s Application does not state that it seeks to increase its fleet size 

whereas TNCs typically have an unlimited fleet size. Rather, Yellow Cab states that there 

are two reasons for its TNS application: (i) the Act requires it to have a TNSA as it uses an 

app that enables customers to hail and pay for their trips; and (ii) it requires the ability to 
change or discount the rates for pre-paid app trip to remain competitive.   

[40] The Submitters to this Application made arguments relating to “sound economic 

conditions” some of which are primarily focused on other TNCs.  The Submitters’ concerns 

relate to:  

• Level playing field including, but not limited to: (a) fleet size, (b) operating areas, 

(c) rates and other differences, and (d) predatory pricing; 

• Economic impact on taxis including a loss of licence-share values; 

• Increased congestion; 

• Treatment of TNS drivers; and 

• Wheelchair accessibility. 

[41] These types of concerns were set out in some detail in the Board’s decisions relating 
to TNS applications made by Whistle (7101-19TNS) (starting at paragraph 55), Uber 
(6988-19TNS) (starting at paragraph 57) and Lyft (6990-19TNS) (starting at paragraph 
54) and need not be repeated. The Board’s general reasoning and key findings are set out in 
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the Uber and Lyft decisions, which the Board adopts for the purposes of this Application. 
Those key findings are: 

• TNS are not like taxis and so TNSA terms and conditions (such as rate discrepancies 
and other differences) are not intended to mirror those that taxis are subjected to.  

• The fact that there may not be equitable terms and conditions between TNS and 
taxis is not a basis for rejecting a TNS application and nothing in the Act or 
Regulation suggests this to be the case. 

• Yellow Cab has applied for the ability to lower rates at off-peak periods to 
encourage trips. This is not discriminatory in purpose or effect. The ability of Yellow 
Cab to charge lower rates when operating as a TNS will encourage healthy 
competition in the passenger transportation industry and promote sound economic 
conditions in B.C. 

• Robust competition does not equate to predatory pricing. Yellow Cab’s TNS business 
model focuses on reducing prices to enable it to compete with TNCs.  In any case, 
predatory pricing is regulated by the federal Competition Act, which makes such a 
practice an offence. If Yellow Cab engages in predatory pricing, it can be held 
accountable under that legislation. The Board considers that regulation by the 
federal regime provides appropriate safeguards to prevent predatory pricing or to 
punish for it when it occurs. 

• The prospect of taxis losing market share to TNS and experiencing declines in 
absolute levels of ridership can occur as a natural consequence of marketplace 
adjustments. While the Board is sympathetic to the prospect that taxi licence 
holders may experience a drop-in licence-share value, the Board has never 
sanctioned the market for such shares, nor does it have authority to do so. Taxi 
licensees created the market for them and invested as investors or used them as 
collateral. Given that ride-hailing has been a point of public discussion for seven 
years, there was ample notice of the possible introduction of ride-hailing services in 
this province. 

• Traffic congestion is a complex issue, particularly as it relates to the Metro 
Vancouver area, and there are many contributing factors. The 2018 TNC Report 
emphasized that, without data, anticipating the effects that TNS might have on 
traffic congestion in BC is challenging. It is therefore important to collect and 
monitor traffic data and continue to review the experiences of other jurisdictions for 
solutions to any traffic or congestion-related problems in B.C. The Board will 
monitor congestion in select areas with high traffic volumes. Baseline data will be 
determined and changes in congestion as a result of TNS will be monitored. If that 
data provides an evidentiary basis for finding TNS are associated with increases in 
congestion in Metro Vancouver, the Board will take appropriate steps at that time. 

• Concerns about the treatment of TNS drivers are satisfactorily addressed in the 
terms and conditions requiring provision of information by TNS to the Board and 
others so that TNS labour and employment practices can be monitored. If data 
shows that earnings are low, the Board can consider whether rate or fleet change 
measures should be taken. 
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• The Regulation requires TNS to pay a $0.30 per trip fee to the government to use for 
accessibility programs which the Board considers sufficient to facilitate the 
availability of wheelchair accessible services. Yellow Cab acknowledges it will remit 
this fee per trip for TNS trips taken in non-accessible vehicles as prescribed by the 
Regulation.    

[42] One submitter expresses concerns about current operating area boundaries for taxis 

in Metro Vancouver, stating that providing suburban taxis with the opportunity to provide 

service in Vancouver would result in better overall taxi fleet utilization, improved customer 

service and more effective competition.  The Board has stated it is moving to evidence-

based decision making. The Board recently has written to all taxi companies in Metro 

Vancouver stating that it cannot consider changes to operating areas of taxi companies 

until the companies provide complete and accurate data as required by the Act.  

[43] The Submitters also stated there is no public interest in flooding the market or 

allowing an unlimited number of TNS applications in B.C. particularly in the present COVID-

19 pandemic and the resulting economic climate. They state that taxi companies are 

operating at a skeleton level of vehicles and drivers due to COVID-19. The Submitters state 

that as the Board cannot know the demand for or supply of TNS at this time, new TNS 

applications should be refused as they do not promote sound economic conditions in the 

industry. They state that TNS applications should be held in abeyance until the COVID-19 

pandemic is resolved.  To support this, the Submitters outline comments from the General 

Manager and a Director of Yellow Cab stating the extent of the drop in taxi business 

experienced by Yellow Cab.   One submitter notes that it may be a long time before the taxi 

industry returns to a state of normality.  

[44] In response, Yellow Cab notes that in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

taxis were parked due to fear of the virus and the desire of drivers to protect their families.  

In addition to this, they were parked due to the uncompetitive insurance product on offer 

at the time.  By early April 2020, Yellow Cab had a COVID-19 safety program in place that 

included protective plastic shields, gloves, masks and disinfectants.  By May 1, 2020, ICBC 

had changed the insurance product for taxis to a kilometer-based insurance premium.  

Yellow Cab also notes the recent growth in its fleet size on the road and overall traffic 
growth as the economy start to return to move closer to normal conditions.  

[45] The Board notes that its licensing decisions are application driven.  Applicants and 

submitters have invested significant time and resources into addressing the regulatory 

process and developing their applications and submissions. The Board cannot put an 

application into abeyance or defer it without such a request from the applicant. The Act 

contemplates that a decision will be made once an application has been considered. The 

Board may face allegations of delay if it defers consideration of an application for an 

indefinite or long period of time without such a request from the applicant.   
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[46] B.C. has taken tentative steps to emerge from some COVID-19 restrictions resulting 

in increased stimulation of the economy. There remains uncertainty about both demand for 

and supply of TNS but as COVID-19 restrictions are eased, the demand for passenger 

directed vehicle services is increasing.  Whether and how individual new TNCs  will operate 

is their business decision, as long as they meet the terms and conditions set out in their 

licence.  

[47] For the reasons above, and properly regulated, Yellow Cab’s application promotes 

sound economic conditions in the passenger transportation business in the province and 

the Board finds that Yellow Cab has met the requirements of s. 28(1)(c) of the Act.   

[48] The Board will include terms and conditions of Yellow Cab’ licence which:  

• Set Yellow Cab’s minimum rates at the taxi flag rates for Region 1. 

• Prohibit Yellow Cab from using coupons or discounts to lower its rates below the 

minimum. 

• Require Yellow Cab to continue to submit operational data. Data parameters will be 

monitored by the Board and minimum rates can be adjusted in the future. 

• Require Yellow Cab to provide quarterly information on drivers’ earnings and hours 

for its TNS operations in a format prescribed by the Board to enable the Board and 

others to monitor its labour and employment practices. The Board can publish this 

information. If data shows that earnings are low, the Board can consider whether 

rate or fleet size change measures should be taken. 

• Require Yellow Cab to provide the Registrar any information and data that the 

Board or the Registrar may request. Information on the current data requirements 

and submission process are specified in the Trip Data Submissions Guide and 

Specifications document available on the Passenger Transportation Branch website. 

At a minimum, weekly data submissions are required. Completed submissions are 
due within five business days of the end of the period that the data covers. 

Summary 

[49] The Board is satisfied that, for section 28(1) purposes: (a) there is a public need for 

the service proposed by Yellow Cab ; (b) Yellow Cab is a fit and proper person and has the 

capability to provide that service; and, (c) properly regulated, Yellow Cab’s Application 

promotes sound economic conditions in the passenger transportation industry in the 

province. The Board has taken steps in crafting the terms and conditions of Yellow Cab’s 

licence to ensure that it is able to monitor and assess Yellow Cab’s operations as they 

unfold and to respond where data establishes the necessity of a regulatory response. 

 

  

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/transportation/vehicle-safety-enforcement/services/passenger-transportation/guidance-resources/data-requirements
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5. Conclusion 

[50] For the reasons set out above, the Board approves Yellow Cab’s Application for a 

TNSA with the terms and conditions established in Appendix 1 (general terms and 

conditions), Appendix 2 (minimum rates), Appendix 3 (data requirements), and Appendix 

4 (supplementary terms and conditions respecting TNSA apps). All four appendices form 
part of Yellow Cab’s licence. 
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Appendix 1 
 
General Terms and Conditions 
 
Yellow Cab Company Ltd. 
 
Special Authorization Transportation Network Service Authorization 

Terms & Conditions of Licence 

“Board” means the Passenger Transportation Board 
“Registrar” means the Registrar, Passenger Transportation 

A. Legislative Requirements 

Vehicle Identifier 

 
Each motor vehicle operated under this authorization must 
display, at the times and in the form and manner required by the 
Registrar, a vehicle identifier that is: 
(a) issued to the licensee by the Registrar; or 
(b) authorized by the Registrar to be issued by the licensee. 
TNS identifiers must be used when a vehicle is operated as a TNS.  

Data Requirements The licensee must provide to the Registrar any information, 
including personal information, and data that the Registrar or 
Board may require, and as may be set in any applicable 
supplemental terms and conditions and orders of the Registrar or 
Board, within time periods that the Registrar or Board may 
require, which may include, without limitation, information and 
data set out in section 28(5) (a) to (c) of the Passenger 
Transportation Act. 

Hailing When operating as a TNS, motor vehicles may be hailed only 
through the use of the transportation network services approved 
under this authorization. 

B. Passenger Transportation Vehicles 

Accessible Passenger Directed 
Vehicles 
 

An Accessible Passenger Directed Vehicle must be operated in 
accordance with the Motor Vehicle Act Regulations including 
Division 10 (motor carriers) and Division 44 (mobility aid 
accessible taxi standards), as amended from time to time, and in 
accordance with any other applicable equipment regulations and 
standards. 
 

Apps 
 

When operating as a TNS, fares and payments must be calculated 
and paid for through the use of an online platform that complies 
with applicable supplemental terms and conditions, policies, 
standards and orders of the Board. 
Apps must also comply with supplemental terms and conditions 
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policies, standards or orders of the Board. 

C. Originating Areas & Other Requirements 

Originating Area: 
 

Transportation of passengers may originate from the following 
Originating Areas: 

 Region 1 – Lower Mainland, Whistler 
Destination Area: 
 

Transportation of passengers may terminate at any point in British 
Columbia and beyond the British Columbia border when engaged 
in an extra-provincial undertaking.    

Geo-Fencing  TNSs operating in the City of Vancouver (in Region 1 above) must 
geo-fence off the areas listed below in (a) to (c) on cruise ship days 
to prevent drivers from picking up passengers:  
(a) Canada Place Way between Howe Street and Burrard Street;  
(b) Howe Street between Canada Place Way and Cordova Street; 
and, 
(c) Burrard Street between Canada Place Way and Cordova Street.  
The Board will post a link to the city’s cruise ship schedule, when 
available, in March or April of any year. 

Fleet Size The Board will monitor TNS performance data and other relevant 
data and may review fleet sizes when data is available. 

Driver Earnings Individual driver earnings and hours worked must be tracked, and 
this data must be provided within the time frames set and, in the 
manner required, by the Board.   

Transfer of a licence: This special authorization may not be assigned or transferred 
except with the approval of the Board pursuant to section 30 of the 
Passenger Transportation Act. 
 

Liquor Control and Licensing 
Act  
Cannabis Control and Licensing 
Act 

The licensee must at all times ensure passenger directed vehicles 
under their licence are operated in compliance with the Liquor 
Control and Licensing Act and the Cannabis Control and Licensing 
Act. 
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Appendix 2 
 
Minimum rates 
 

TNS Operating Region Regional Districts 
TNS Minimum 

Rates  
1. Lower Mainland, Whistler Metro Vancouver 

Fraser Valley 
Squamish-Lillooet 

$3.35 

 
These rates include GST 
The use of coupons or discounts by TNSs to lower rates below the minimum rate is   
prohibited 
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Appendix 3 
 
Data Requirements 

Data Requirements, effective September 3, 2019, as amended from time to time, apply.  

I. Purpose  
 

To establish data requirements for licensees who hold, or are deemed to hold, a Passenger 
Directed Vehicle Authorization (PDVA) or a Transportation Network Services 
Authorization (TNS).  
 
II. Legislation  

 
Section 28(5) of Passenger Transportation Amendment Act states that –  
 

The board must establish as a term or condition of a passenger directed vehicle 
authorization or transportation network services authorization that the licensee 
must provide to the registrar any information, including personal information, and 
data that the registrar or the board may require, including, without limitation, 
information and data respecting  
 

(a) the motor vehicles, and the drivers of those motor vehicles, operated 
under the authorization,  
(b) the availability of the motor vehicles, at given points in time, for hailing 
by methods permitted under the authorization, and  
(c) trips taken by passengers transported in accessible passenger directed 
vehicles or trips taken by passengers transported in non-accessible 
passenger directed vehicles, or both, including  

(i) trip rates,  
(ii) wait times,  
(iii) pick-up times and locations, and  
(iv) drop-off times and locations.  
 

The Passenger Transportation Regulations, which will be in force on September 16, 2019 
states: 
  

32 (1) In this section:  
 
“amending Act” means the Passenger Transportation Amendment Act, 2018, S.B.C. 
2018, c. 53;  

“pre-existing licence” means a valid licence that, on September 15, 2019, 
authorizes one or more motor vehicles to be operated as passenger directed 
vehicles.  
 

https://www.ptboard.bc.ca/documents/Data_Requirements.pdf
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(2) It is a term and condition of every pre-existing licence that the licensee must 
provide to the registrar any information, including personal information, and data 
that the registrar or board may require for the purposes of  
 

(a) more effectively bringing the amending Act into operation, or  
(b) addressing transitional difficulties encountered in bringing the amending 
Act into effect.  

 
III. Applicability  

 
The data requirements in this document apply to:  

(a) a licensee with a Passenger Directed Vehicle Authorization (PDVA) whose 
licence      expressly authorizes motor vehicles to be hailed from the street;  

(b) a licensee with a PDVA whose licence does not permit hailing and flagging from 
the street; and  

(c) a licensee with a Transportation Network Services Authorization (TNSA).  
 

IV. Definitions  
 

In this document:  
 

“act” means the Passenger Transportation Act, as amended on September 16, 2019;  
“board” means Passenger Transportation Board;  
“data requirements” means the requirements set out in section V of this document;  
“fare” means the total transportation charges and taxes for a trip including any 
surge- or variable-pricing adjustment and excluding any gratuities;  
“limousine service” means a service provided by a licensee required in section III 
(b) of this document; S.B.C. 2018, c. 53;  
“licence” means a licence issued under the act and includes a Passenger Directed 
Vehicle Authorization or Transportation Network Services Authorization;  
"licensee" means the holder of a valid licence and to which this rule applies 
pursuant to section 1 of this document;  
“registrar” means the Registrar of Passenger Transportation appointed under the 
act;  
“taxi service” means a service provided by a licensee referred to in section III (a) of 
this document;  
“TNS” means a Transportation Network Service as defined in the act. 

 
V. Data Requirements  

 
The board requires licensees to provide the following information:  
 
1. Licensee Information  

a. User Id number  

b. Application Id number  
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c. Passenger transportation (PT) licence number  

d. National Safety Code (NSC) number  
 
2. Trip and Shift Classification  

a. Service type – taxi service, TNS service, limousine service  

b. Start date of submitted trip data  

c. End date of submitted trip data  

d. Data and time of file creation  
 
3. Shift, Driver and Vehicle Information  

a. Vendor shift ID  

b. Vehicle registration number  

c. Province/State in which the vehicle is registered  

d. Driver’s licence number  

e. Province/State in which the driver is licenced  

f. Start of driver’s shift or login into the dispatch system  

g. End of driver’s shift or logout from the dispatch system  
 
4. Trip Data  

a. Shift ID  

b. Trip ID  

c. Trip type (accessible, conventional, pre-booked, service animal)  

d. Trip status (Completed, cancelled by requester, no-show of requester, refused by 
driver)  

e. Hail type (flag, phone, interactive voice response request (IVR), application-based 
request (app), request via website)  

 
5. Trip Initiation  

a. Date/Time when the trip request was initiated or assigned.  

b. Time elapsed from call initiation to call answer by the dispatcher or IVR system 
(for IVR and phone hails)  

c. Degrees latitude of the requested pickup location  

d. Degrees longitude of the requested pickup location  
 
6. Trip metrics  

a. Trip duration  

b. Trip distance  
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c. Fare of the trip  
 
7. Pick-Up and Drop-off times and locations  

a. Date and time of arrival at the requested passenger pick-up and drop-off location  

b. Date and time of departure from the requested passenger pick-up and drop-off 
location  

c. Degrees latitude of the requested passenger drop-off location  

d. Degrees longitude of the requested passenger drop-off location  
 
VI. Implementation Schedule 

Type of Service and Effective Date of Rule 
 

TNS - September 16, 2019 

TNS operating in small communities with population less than 10,000 as defined by 
Statistics Canada - TBD 

TNS must collect this data from the date that they start operating. Additional information 

relating to the submission deadlines and format will be provided separately. 
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Appendix 4 
 
Supplementary Terms & Conditions Respecting TNSA Apps 

Supplementary Terms & Conditions Respecting TNSA Apps, effective September 16, 2019, 
as amended from time to time, apply.  

A. Purpose 
 

To establish supplemental terms and conditions of licence about apps provided or used by 
a licensee with a transportation network service authorization (TNSA) to provide 
transportation network services (TNS).  
 
B. Legislation 

 
The Passenger Transportation Act defines transportation network services (TNSs) as 
services “respecting the connection of drivers of passenger directed vehicles with 
passengers who hail and pay for the services through the use of an online platform.”  
 
Section 28(3) states:  
 

The board may establish terms and conditions that apply to a special authorization 
included in a licence, if issued, including, without limitation, terms and conditions 
respecting any of the following:  

(a) equipment or technology that must be installed, used or carried on or in 

motor vehicles operated under the authorization and the inspection, testing, 
adjustment, display and use of that equipment or technology; 

….  
(d) if the licence is to include a transportation network services 
authorization, 

(i) information that must be displayed or carried on or in the motor 
vehicles or made available to passengers through the use of the 
licensee's online platform, or both. 
 

C. Scope 
 

1. These terms and conditions encompass: 

(a) software applications (apps) that a licensee, driver or passenger uses to provide 
or access TNS; and 
(b) information transmitted, processed, stored or displayed using an app described 
in (a) above. 
 
 
 

https://www.ptboard.bc.ca/documents/TNSA-Apps-T&Cs.pdf
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D. Definitions 
 
2. For the purposes of these terms and conditions: 
 

“act” means the Passenger Transportation Act; 
 
“app” means application software that provides a driver or passenger with access to 
the TNSA licensee’s online platform; 
 
“board” means Passenger Transportation Board; 
 
“estimated fare” means a specific fare or range of fares calculated before a ride 
starts, presented to the passenger as a quote or estimate and which may be replaced 
by a fare calculated at the end of the ride based on actual travel time and actual 
travel distance; 
 
“fare” means the total transportation charges and taxes for a ride including  
Any variable-price adjustment and excluding any gratuities; 
 
“geo-fencing” means a location-aware application that has been programmed with 
geo-graphical boundaries or areas to limit the pick-up or drop-off of passengers to 
locations authorized in a licensee’s terms and conditions of licence; 
 
“licence” means a licence issued under the Act that has a TNSA; 
 
“licensee” means the holder of a valid licence to which these terms and conditions 
apply pursuant to section 1 above; 
 
“registrar” means the Registrar of Passenger Transportation appointed under the 
Act; 
 
“up-front fare” means a firm fare that is calculated before a ride starts and paid 
when the ride ends. 

 
E. Transportation Network Services 

TNS App Requirements  
 
3. Licensees with a transportation network services authorization (TNSA) must, always: 
 

(a) provide passengers and drivers with an app that functions in accordance with 
requirements in these supplemental terms and conditions; and 
(b) maintain care and control of the apps which includes app functions, operation 
and performance.  
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Basic App Capabilities & Standards  
 
4. Apps must function in a way that allows passengers to hail and pay for a single ride with 
the same app. 
5. Apps must function accurately and reliably. 
 
6. Apps provided by a TNSA licensee must be capable of: 
 

(a) connecting drivers and passengers through its online platform; 
(b) calculating fares that account for: 

(i)   minimum rates; 
(ii) distance; 
(iii) time; 
(iv) other fees and taxes that may be applicable; and 
(v)  dynamic pricing variables that may be applicable; 

(c) processing the passenger’s electronic payment and transmitting an electronic 
receipt;  
(d) complying, in conjunction with the online platform, with the Registrar and 
Board’s “data requirements”; and 
(e) other functions as necessary to comply with these terms and conditions. 

 
7. Apps: 
 

(a) must display and transmit information in English; and 
(b) may display and transmit information in other languages. 
 

8. The app must comply with World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards for mobile 
accessibility. 
 
Shielding of Personal Information  
 
9. The app: 
 

(a) may collect information that identifies a passenger or driver or their contact 
information (such as first and last name, phone number and email address) and may 
only use the information as set out in the Personal Information Protection Act of B.C.; 
(b) must, shield the following information so information for the passenger is not 
given to the driver and information for the driver is not given to the passenger: 

(i)  Last name of the driver and passenger; 
(ii) Phone number of the driver and passenger; and 
(iii) Email address of the driver and passenger. 
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Accessibility  
 
10. The app may only request, collect or record personal information about a health 
condition, disability, or accommodation request of a customer or driver when: 
 

(a) the provision of that information is voluntary and at the discretion of the app 
user; 
(b) the personal information that an app-user provides is protected by a password 
or biometric safeguard that the user may activate or be required to use; and 
(c) the app enables the app-user to change or delete personal information in the 
app, or provides information to the user on how to change or delete personal 
information. 
 

11. The app may give the customer the option to receive communication by voice 
communication or a digital text format that is compatible with third-party accessibility 
apps. 
 
12. If the licensee operates one or more accessible vehicles in its fleet, its app must give the 
passenger an option to request a wheelchair accessible vehicle for: 
 

(a) the transportation of a person in a wheelchair or mobility device; and 
(b) purposes other than transporting a person in a wheelchair or mobility device. 

 
Geo-Fencing  
 
13. The app must have geo-fencing capability. 
 
14. The app must only connect drivers with passengers for pick up within the originating 
area and drop off within the destination area that is authorized in the licensee’s terms and 
conditions of licence. 
 
Advance Fare Information  
 
15. Based on travel distance and time information that is available when a passenger 
requests a ride, and before the passenger agrees to a ride, the app must present the 
passenger, in a prominent manner, either: 
 

(a) an estimated fare; or 
(b) an up-front fare. 

 
16. When an app presents an estimated fare to a passenger, the app must clearly indicate 
that: 
 

(a) the fare is an estimate only; and, 
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(b) the passenger will be charged based on travel time or distance, or both during 
the ride. 
 

17. After a passenger has agreed to pay an up-front fare, the app must, at the end of the 
ride, charge the up-front fare unless: 
 

(a) a change is made to the requested destination or the ride’s estimated time or 
distance diverge by 5% or more from the actual time or distance of travel; and 
(b) the app, before the end of the ride transmits the following information to the 
passenger: 

(i) notice that the up-front fare has been suspended or replaced; 
(ii) the new method and applicable rates for calculating the fare; 
(iii) contact information or an in-app channel to get more information about 
the change, or to dispute the change. 
 

Pre-Ride Information for Passengers  
 
18. The app must transmit to the passenger the following information before the passenger 
enters the TNS vehicle: 
 

(a) the driver’s first name; 
(b) the driver’s photo; 
(c) the vehicle make, model, colour and BC licence plate number; 
(d) a prominent notice that the above-noted information is important for passenger 
safety. 

 
Information Records  
 
19. The app must record, at the time the TNS Vehicle is hailed through the app, the 
following information: 
 

(a) the time, date and location where and when the passenger is to be picked up; 
(b) the destination where the passenger is to be discharged; 
(c) driver’s first name, photo and a unique identifying number for the driver; and 
(d) the make, model, year, colour and British Columbia licence plate number of the 
TNS vehicle. 
 

GPS Tracking  
 
20. The app must provide real-time GPS tracking and show the passenger the TNS vehicle 
while travelling to pick up the passenger or while carrying the passenger.  
 
Payment Processing Options  
 
21. A licensee must ensure that drivers using the app: 
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(a) only accept payment for a ride that is processed through the app that the 
passenger used to hail the ride; and 
(b) do not accept payment by cash or by any method or system of payment that is 
separate from the app. 
 

22. The app may only process payment for a gratuity when the gratuity is at the discretion 
of the passenger. 
 
Electronic Receipt  
 
23. The app must, at the end of the ride, immediately provide to the passenger an electronic 
receipt containing: 
 

(a) the passenger’s first name; 
(b) the driver’s first name; 
(c) the time and date that the TNS vehicle service was arranged; 
(d) the location and time where and when the passenger was picked up; 
(e) the location and time where and when the passenger was dropped off; 
(f) fare information that includes separate line items for: 

(i) charges for the ride; 
(ii)GST included in the fare; and 
(iii) fare including GST; and 

(g) a separate line item or separate receipt that identifies gratuities the passenger 
paid for a ride. 
 

Driver & Passenger Ratings  
 
24. The app must allow passengers and drivers to rate one another after a ride. 
 
Service Issue Resolution  
 
25.1 The app must provide passengers with information and a means of contacting the 
TNSA licensee through the app, by other electronic means or by phone with a number that 
is toll-free in BC, to: 
 

(a) address disputes; 
(b) request and obtain lost items; and 
(c) address other service issues or complaints. 

 
25.2 The app must provide the passengers with the e-mail of the Passenger Transportation 
Branch of the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure and indicate complaints not 
satisfactorily resolved through 25.1may be e-mailed to the Branch.  
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Access for Investigators  
 
26. The licensee must provide the Registrar and police a method to access the app and 
locate a driver or vehicle operating on the licensee’s online platform. 
 

F. Dates 
 
Effective Date: 
September 16, 2019 

 
 
 
 

 


